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Travel Tips and Advisory

Currency Exchange
There is a currency exchange desk at the airport, “Cotação 
Câmbio - Change - Exchange”, in case you need last minute cash 
exchange. Opening hours are 7am - 10pm, including weekends.

Proceedings Access & Conference Schedule
Download the mConference app for iOS or Android, choose 
“ACM SIGCOMM 2016 Conference”, and start navigating 
through the program and news. To gain access to the confer-
ence papers, click on the link to ACM Digital Library. You may 
want to download all papers before the conference.

Local Information
#ByTaxi
The taxi fare from Hercílio Luz Int'l Aiport to Ingleses district 
varies between R$100 - R$120 (U$32 - U$40). The fare from 
Ingleses district back to the Airport is R$110 - R$135 (U$35 - 
U$45). Observe that fares may change depending on time of 
the day, weekday, and tra�c conditions. 

#App
You may call a taxi using your smartphone. The available apps 
are EasyTaxi, 99Taxis, and oCab (all of them for iOS/Android). 
Each accepts the following forms of payment.

                           Visa             Mastercard              Amex              Paypal
       EasyTaxi    Yes                      Yes                         Yes                   No    

       99Taxis*    Yes                      Yes                         Yes                   Yes

       oCab          Yes                      Yes                         No                    No

* 99Taxis requires a 3-digit PIN number to authorize payment 
when one �nishes a ride. For Brazilians, the PIN number is the 
�rst three digits of one’s CPF. When installing the app, foreigners 
can use an option speci�c for those who do not have a CPF 
number; it will allow one to generate a 3-number PIN.

Supporters

Disclaimer

Conference Venue
The Oceania Convention Center address is: Rua do 
Marisco 550, Ingleses district, Florianópolis - SC.

Hercílio Luz Int'l Airport
The airport address is Av. (Deputado) Diomício Freitas 3393, 
Florianópolis - SC. It is a small-sized airport distant 37km from 
the conference venue; the estimated trip time is around 40 
minutes, on normal tra�c conditions.

Advice for Travellers
As of August 06, there were no autochthonous cases 
of Zika in Florianópolis. More importantly, the city is 
located in a region with fewer incidences of Aedes 
Aegypti (mosquitoes found to be the primary vector 
for spreading Zika). You may want to be cautious 
nevertheless, and bring your own repellant (or buy 
one at a local drugstore or supermarket). Beware of 
repellant sprays because of airport security policies. 
You may also want to check more detailed instructions 
at CDC, Anvisa, or WHO, among others.

The information contained here in is provided in the 
hope that will be useful, but it is the sole responsibility 
of attendees whether to consider them, including the 
services indicated.

Sponsors

Electricity voltage in Florianópolis is 
220V. The Brazilian plug model is com-
patible with the European one, and 
many hotels o�er wall sockets with 
both voltages (pay attention to warn-
ing signs on the socket voltage, if any). 

Electricity

#CarRental
Car rental fares may vary between R$125 - R$172 (U$40 
- U$55) per day, and R$619 - R$672 (U$200 - U$220) per 
week (standard rental insurance included). For more 
information, please check out Hertz Car Rental or 
Localiza Rent a Car at Hercilio Luz Int'l Airport (see 
other options on the conference website).


